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Ifs”=Zs~-~-3~~-~(~~=l,~~=-l)weprovethat~~#gforn>~g~B 
where B is a determinable constant. (The case jgi = 1 is settled in a previous 
paper of the author.) 
1. Let s,, be defined by 
s,, = 2s,,-i-3~,,-~ 
si = 1, sz = -1. 
The sequence {s”} is a special case of a linear recurrence of order 2. We 
find 
Sl = 1, sz = -1, So = -5, s4 = -7, So = 1, So = 23,. . . . 
In the Golden Jubilee Commemoration Volume of the Calcutta Mathe- 
matical Society (1958-1959), I proved that 
sn # 1 for n > 5 
(this is “best possible” since + = 1). 
In general one wants n0 = no(g) such that 
sn # g for n > nO. 
At the time when the above paper was written it was not possible to 
determine n,, as an explicit function of g. A recent theorem of A. Baker 
(JournaI of the London Math. Sot., Jan. 1968) is as follows: 
Let a( # O), b, c, d denote rationaI integers with absolute values at most H 
and suppose that the cubic on the right side of 
y’ = ax3+bxz+cx+d (11 
has distinct zeros. Then all solutions of (1) in integers x, y satisfy 
max (1x1, 1~1) < exp {(106H)106j. 
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We now show how (with the help of Baker’s Theorem) one can get nO 
as an explicit function of g. To solve 
%I = sl G9 
for n where g is a given integer, we have to distinguish three cases: 
(i) n = 3t; 
(ii) n = 3r+l; 
(iii) n = 3t+2. 
We shall get n,, only for the last case, as the remaining cases will prove to 
be an easy exercise for the reader. 
2. We have (as is easily verified by mathematical induction or by 
other means) 
S” = +{(l+iJ2y+(l-iJ2y}. (3) 
Next note (this is what the argument is based on) 
{(l+~J2~+(l-$/2~}~-{(l+~J2~-(l-~J2~}z = 4{(1+iJ2)x 
x (1 - iJ2)}” 
= 4*3n. 
Hence, from (3), 
(4) 
But the expression in braces above is a rational integer. Call it y. So (4) 
becomes 
4si+8yZ = 4*3n, 
or 
2y2 = 3%;. (5) 
The reasoning in 2 is independent of the assumption (iii) n = 3t + 2. This 
will be the assumption in 3. 
3. Now suppose n = 3t+2, so that using (5), the equation 
$8 = g, (61 
becomes, for n = 3t +2, 
&I2 z g.p-+ (7) 
Set 
3’ = x. @I 
Now (7) becomes 
2y2 = 9x3 -g2. (7’) 
A. Baker’s theorem does not apply directly since the coefficient of JJ’ is 2 
instead of the 1 in Baker’s theorem. This difficulty is easily overcome (in 
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the general case we havefy* instead of y*). In fact, from (7), g is odd. Also 
x is odd from (8). Thus setting x = 2~+ 1 we find that (7’) becomes 
2y* = 9(224 + 1)3 -gz, (7”) 
or 
y2 = 36u3+54 * u +27u+{(9-g2)/2). t9 
Now (9) is of the desired form since g is odd, making (9 -g*)/2 an integer. 
Baker’s theorem applies (with x replaced by U) to (9) with H 5 54g’. Thus 
any solution (y, z4) of (9) must satisfy 
1~1 -c exp {(106.54g2)ro6~. tw 
Thus, with u = (x- 1)/2 = (3’- 1)/2, from (7”) we see that 
s3t+2 = g> 
implies (I 0). Thus any solution of (11) implies 
3’-1 
-y -c exp {(106*54g2)106}, 
i.e. 
~ <loge [2exp {(106~54g2j10s}+l] 
b&3 
The right side is a bound of the type ]g]’ where B is a universal constant. 
Thus 
s3t+2 = gv 
has no solution when t exceeds the right-hand side of (13). 
4. Several authors, including the present one, have discussed the 
question of finding no as an explicit function of g when {s,,} is a general 
linear recurrence and we want no such that 
$8 = g, 041 
has no solution for n > no. See, for example S. Chowla, M. Dunton, D. J. 
Lewis [Pacz& Journul of Murhematics, 11 (1961), p. 8331 and P. Chowla 
[Proceedings of the Nat. Acad. Sciences, U.S.A., 19591. By the above 
method we can prove the 
THEOREM. Eq. (14) implies n -C lgl’, where B is a constant which depends 
only on a, b, sl, s2. Here a, b are the numbers in the dejinition of the linear 
recurrences” = asn-l+bsn-2, for [g/>j. 
